How to reference Acts

Need to include:
- Title of Act
- Year
- Jurisdiction
- Pinpoint reference

How to write:
*Title of Act year* (abbreviation of jurisdiction) pinpoint

*Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) s 112*
How to reference Bills

Need to include:

- Title of Bill
- Year
- Jurisdiction
- Pinpoint reference

How to write:

Title of Act year (abbreviation of jurisdiction) pinpoint

Corporations Amendment (No. 1) Bill 2010 (Cth) s 761A

Please note:

- There is no full stop at the end of reference list entries.
- Create a section for Acts and Bills within your reference list under subheading ‘Legislation’.
- List Acts and Bills alphabetically.
- The titles of Acts are in italics, the titles of Bills are not.